Welcome note by the Chair and review of agenda

The Chair of the Rulebook Development Group commenced the 13th meeting by introducing the participants. Subsequently, the agenda for the meeting was presented and confirmed by the attendees.

Review of Minutes from previous meeting

The participants were invited to provide any comments they may have on the minutes drafted for the 12th RDG meeting. Some RDG members suggested edits to the minutes, which were accepted by the group and the digital euro team. The minutes were subsequently endorsed.

Follow-up presentation on offline digital euro – new user journeys and E2E flows

The digital euro team presented an update on the offline digital euro, showcasing two new user journeys and their corresponding end-to-end flows. RDG members were then requested to offer formal feedback on these user journeys and flows by Friday, May 24th, using the provided template.

Follow-up presentation on technical analysis related to multiple accounts, including switching and emergency portability procedure

The digital euro team presented the publicly published technical analysis on multiple accounts, followed by a Q&A session with the RDG. RDG members were then invited to provide formal written feedback on this analysis by Friday 24 May. Besides, the digital euro team presented a document providing further information on the switching and emergency portability procedure. It was reminded that user
journeys and end-to-end flows related to these use cases were already included in the package being reviewed as part of the RDG review process.

**Closing remarks from the chair**

The Chair thanked members for their participation and summarized the key next steps for the Rulebook Development Group. The next RDG meeting will take place on Tuesday May 7 and will be held in person.
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